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We introduce coherent states of a charged (relativistic or non-relativistic) particle in a uniform mag
netic field and also in uniform crossed electric and magnetic fields. We find the wave functions of 
these states in explicit form. We discuss the physical properties of the coherent states. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN the papers by Schwinger and Glauber [1, 2 J coherent 
states of electromagnetic radiation were introduced 
which were afterwards studied in a number of 
papers. l3 ' 4 J Coherent states in quantum optics are con
structed by analogy with the coherent states of a quan
tum oscillator which were first considered by Schro
dinger. l5 J We consider the problem of a charge in a 
magnetic field. This problem was considered in the non
relativistic case in papers by Kennard, lsJ Darwin, £7J 

and Landau l8 J and in the relativistic case in papers by 
Rabi, l9J and Johnson and Lippmann. UoJ Since it is well 
known l 11 J that the problem of a charged particle in a 
uniform magnetic field or in crossed uniform electrical 
and magnetic fields (EH = 0, E 2 - H2 < 0) reduces to 
solving an equation for the wave function of the oscillator 
type (Landau was the first to obtain this result when 
evaluating the spectrum of the problem under considera
tion l 8 J) it is natural, as was noted earlier, l 12J to intro
duce coherent states into this problem and to consider 
them. The aim of the present paper is a consideration 
of the properties of coherent states of a charged parti
cle (relativistic or non-relativistic) in a uniform mag
netic field. Since in what follows it is necessary to use 
the problem of a quantum oscillator we briefly remind 
ourselves of the results referring to the coherent states 
of an oscillator. A similar derivation and discussion of 
these results is given in Glauber's book. l 13 J 

The equation for the wave function of a one-dimen
sional oscillator has the form [11 J 

w(a+a + 1/ 2)')1 = E')l (h = 1, m = 1), (1) 

where 
(t)'hq- ~(J)- 112p 

a= --------' 
l'2 

w'l•q+iw-'l•p 
a+=----_--

1'2 
are the creation and annihilation operators with the 
commutation relations 

[a, a+J = 1. 

The energy is then given by the equation 

(2) 

(3) 

and the eigenfunction In) corresponding to this energy 
has the form 

(a+)n 
In) =---10), (min)= bmn, 

)'nl 
(4) 

where IO) is the vacuum, i.e., the normalized function 
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satisfying the condition 

aiO) = 0. ( 5) 

The operators a and a • are not Hermitean, their matrix 
elements in the complete orthornomal base (4) have the 
form 

aln> = rnln- 1), a+ in)= l'n + ifn + 1). (6) 

The coherent states I a) of the oscillator are introduced 
as the eigenfunctions of the operator a: 

ala)= ala), (7) 

where a is a complex number. 
One verifies easily that the normalized function I a) 

has the form 

I a) = exp\- J.c:f.)] a~ In). 
2 n~o )'n! 

( 8) 

The scalar product of two coherent states is then equal 
to 

(~Ia) = exp Wa- 1/,(lal' + IW)J, 
I(~ I a) 12 = exp (-I a - ~I'). (9) 

The coherent states of an oscillator are thus not ortho
gonal. The coherent states form a complete set since 
the unit operator is equal to 

i=n-1 ~ ia)(ald2a, d2a=dReadlma. (10) 

Moreover, the coherent states form an overcomplete 
set of functions in the sense that if we have any conver
gent sequence of complex numbers a 0 - ao, the coher
ent states I a 0 ) themselves form a complete set. ll4J The 
expansion of a quadratically integrable function in terms 
of coherent states is thus generally speaking not unique. 

Let If) be a state such that 

( 11) 
n=O n=O 

The expansion formulae in terms of coherent states 

if)= sc-• ~ Ia) /(a")exp(- 1;1' )aza, (12) 

where 

f(a")=exd I~F)(alf), (12 ') 

are then valid and these formulae give uniquely an ex
pansion if we require that the coefficients f(a*) in (12) 
be analytical functions of the variable a*. 
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The coherent states I a) can be obtained by operating 
on the vacuum I 0) with the unitary ope rat or 

D!a) = exp (aa+ --a' a). (13) 

Thus 

la>=D(a)IO>=(~-/exp{-(V-~q-a)' +a'-;lai'J. (13') 

One verifies easily that the operator D(a) satisfies 
the conditions 

D(a,)D(a,) = D(a, + az) exp (ilm a1a2), 
D-'(a)aD(a) =a+ a. (14) 

A coherent state changes in time as follows: 

la(l)> = iure-iw!). (15) 

The physical meaning of the coherent states consists in 
that they are just those states of the given quantum sys
tem which are closest to the states considered classic
ally. Indeed, the motion of a classical oscillator which 
can conveniently be described as the motion in the phase 
plane (p, q) or in the complex plane of a :0 2-112(q + ip) 

p@ wd 

is the motion along a circle with radius v'21 al and fre
quency w. The complex number a(t) thus completely 
gives the state of the classical oscillator. It is clear 
from (13) that the quantum oscillator in the coherent 
state is completely analogous to a classical one. In a 
coherent state the indeterminacy of the coordinate and 
the momentum is as small as possible: 

(:'lp)' = (p')- (p)". (~q)' = (q')- (q)2, (16) 

(~p)'(~q)' = '/.. 

The quantity I al is the "classical" amplitude of the 
oscillations of a quantum oscillator and the phase cp(a) 
is the "classical" phase of the oscillations of the same 
oscillator. However, a quantum oscillator in the state 
I a) in the language of classical mechanics corresponds 
to the motion along a circle in the phase plane of a whole 
set of classical oscillators each of which oscillates with 
its own amplitude which determines its energy. The 
energy distribution in the coherent state I a) is a 
Poisson distribution 

I ul'" I (nla/1' = exp(-1 al')--. (17) 
n! 

1. COHERENT STATES OF A NON-RELATIVISTIC 
SPIN-~ CHARGED PARTICLE IN A UNIFORM 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

We turn now to a consideration of the behavior of a 
charged particle in a magnetic field which is determined 
by the Hamiltonian !llJ 

H = (2m)--1(p- eA) 2 - rwH (c = 1i = 1). (18) 

We choose a gauge in which A = [Hx r ]/2. We intro
duce the variables llSJ 

Vmw s+s . £-s 
£=-(x+iy), x=--=, Y=l-=, (19) 

2 l"mw ymw 

where the frequency w = eH/m. The motion along the 
direction of the magnetic field H which we chose along 
the z-axis is a free one so that the problem considered 
is essentially a planar one. 

The Hamiltonian (18) commutes with the Hermitean 
operators of the ''coordinates of the center of the 
circle" 

xo=x+ (mw)-'(p 11 -eA11 ), Yo=y- (ncw)-'(Px-eA,), (19') 

and also with the z-components of the angular momen
tum and the spin 

M, = [rp],, a,. (20)* 

We consider the following operators 

b+ = (xo + iyo)Ym<u I 2, 

which in the variables ~ have the form 

1 r- a\ 
b=- s+- 1 -y2\ 8£ !' 

They satisfy the creation and annihilation operators 
commutation relations 

[b, b+] = 1 

and are integrals of motion. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

We also introduce other creation and annihilation 
operators 

Px- eAx- i(p 11 - eA 11 ) a= , ___ _ 
y2mw 

Px- eAx + i(p 11 - eA 11 ) 

l"2mw 

which in the variables ~ have the form 

_ i 1 a\ 
a - - -y2\ s + 8[ I, 

and satisfy the relations 

[a, a+] = 1, [a, b] =[a, b+j = 0. 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Using these operators we can rewrite the Hamiltonian 
(18) in the usual form: llol 

H = w(a+a + 1/,)- [J.H<J, + p,2 /2m. (27) 

We now apply the technique described in the Introduc
tion to the problem considered. Since the motion along 
the field takes place independently the wave function 
which is an eigenfunction for the Hamiltonian (27) has 
the form 

- 'I 
IJlEpz'z = <lJ,, (S, s)exp(ip,z)x,:, 

where the relations 

(•J(a+a -:- 1/z)<D,, (s,~) = w(n, + '/.)<Dn, (s, s), 

are satisfied while the energy is given by the usual 
formula: 

(28) 

E = w(n, + 1/,) -pHs,+ p,2/ 2m. (30) 

*[rp]z =r X Pz· 
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One can easily construct a state with a given energy 
and angular momentum component along the magnetic 
field. To do this one must construct eigenfunctions of 
the operators a+a and b+b which reduces to constructing 
the eigenfunctions of a two-dimensional quantum os
cillator. Let us consider the "vacuum" state ~ 00(L I) 
= I 00) such that 

aiOO)= 0, bl00)= 0, ~ !D00 '<Do0d£d£ = 1. (31) 

Using the form of the operators a and b we easily ob
tain llOJ 

Vmw -
<Doo = - exp(-ss). 

2:rt 
(32) 

We determine the normalized states in the usual way: 

;:- (a+)"•(b"")"' . , 
!D,,,,(£, ~) = ln 1n2 ) = ---=-100/; 

-yn,! n,! 
(33) 

then 

(34) 

In the variables ~ we have the following explicit form 
f h f . . [loJ or t e unctwns <P n 1na. 

V mw i"• ( iJ )"' _ <D,,,,= ~-=+21,,-n,)\ £--··· s"'cxp(-W. (35) 
2n lfn1! n,! o£ 

One verifies easily that this state is an eigenstate for 
the angular momentum z -component operator 

(36) 

A state with a given energy, momentum, components of 
the angular momentum l = n1- na and of the spin sz 
along the field direction has thus the form 

(37) 

where <Pn n (~, n is given by Eq. (35). The solution (37) 
1 a 

occurs naturally when we consider the problem under 
discussion in cylindrical coordinates. lUJ 

We now introduce states which are coherent states of 
a charged particle in a magnetic field, i.e., such states 
I a{3) which satisfy the relations 

ala~)= aiafl), blafl) = fllafl). (38) 

By a direct check one verifies easily that 

<!Jo.IO = I a~) 

Vmw { - - - - lal' IW 'I = z;exp -s£+12~;+if2a!;-ia~--2 ----2-J, (39) 

while 

(40) 

One can check that <P a{3 is a generating function for the 
functions (35). If we expand the function 
exp{(lala + lf31a)/2}<Paf3 in a power series in a and {3, 
the expansion coefficients determine the functions (3 5): 

(41) 

According to the general theory the coherent state 
<P a{3 is obtained from the function (32) by the application 
of unitary operators obtained from Eq. (13) 

lafl) = D(a)D(fl) IOO), (42) 

where 
D(a} = exp(aa+-a'a), D(fl) = exp(flb+-fl"b), 

[D(a), D(fl)]= 0. (43) 

The functions of the coherent states (39) satisfy the 
condition 

~ <I> a.~ •<t>a.·w ds d~ 
= exp {-'/2( I al" +I a' I'+ I fll' +I Wl 2)+ a'a' + fl'fl'}. (44) 

The functions I a{3) introduced here (cf. the Gaussian 
wave packets studied in ls, 7J) correspond to coherent 
states with respect to the operators a and b. One can 
consider coherent states with respect to one operator. 
We can, for instance introduce the function <Pn1 {3(~, 'f) 
corresponding to a well-defined energy and satisfying 
the conditions 

(45) 

Direct calculation gives 

(46) 

This function satisfies the condition 

The coherent state I ana) is determined by equations 
similar to Eqs. (45), (46), and (47), and has the form 

ian,)= D(a} IOn,), 

(48) 

while 

Expanding the function <Pn 1 {3 in a power series in the 
variable {3 or the function <P ana in a power series in the 
variable a we can obtain the states I n1na), i.e., these 
functions are generating functions to determine the func
tions (35). Using Eqs. (11), (12), and (12') one easily 
obtains an expansion of the functions (35) in terms of 
coherent states. This expansion is the inverse of the 
expansion (41): 

[ lal'+lfll'l ., 
X PXp - ----~-- J I a~) d2a d·~, (50) 

or 

ln,n,) = n-• ~ W)"'(nz!) 'hexp{- I: I~} ln,fl) d2fl. (51) 

We now discuss the physical meaning of the coherent 
states. As an example of the solutions with a given en
ergy we consider the functions introduced by Landau laJ 

(see llOJ) which in the variables ~ have the form 
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«Dn,c == ln1c) =in•2-nd2 -v ;:w (nt!)-'h 

xexp [ -6f -(6- cymw) 2 + c•mw lnn,(u), 
2 -

u = 6 + f- c ymw, (52) 

where the quantity c is a real parameter. The function 
I n1c) satisfies the conditions 

a+aln1c) = nt/n1c), 

x0 ln,r,) = cln1c), 

~ <Dn:c<Dn,c'd6df = 2n6n,n,ll((c- c')mw). (53) 

The physical interpretation of the solutions (52) is the 
following: these solutions correspond to states in which 
there is an equally probable distribution of orbits with 
the same energy, the centers of which lie on the straight 
line x = c (pz = 0). The solutions (35) describe a state 
in which there is an equally probable distribution of 
orbits whose centers lie on a circle with radius 
R = (mwt112 [2(n1- n2) + 1]112 . [101 It is clear that these 
solutions do not correspond to the classical picture of 
the motion. One gets a description which is closest to 
the classical one, as in the case of the problem of the 
quantum oscillator, by introducing just the coherent 
states of a charged particle in a magnetic field. The 
coherent state (46) is then such a state with a given en
ergy when the indeterminacy in the coordinates of the 
center of the orbit xo and Yo is the smallest possible, as 
is clear from Eq. (16) since in the problem of a charged 
particle in a magnetic field the operators of the coor
dinates of the center of the circle (19) play the same 
role as the operators of the momentum and the coordin
ate in the case of the one-dimensional oscillator. From 
the fact that the operators b and b+ commute with the 
Hamiltonian (18) follows that the parameter f3 is indepen
dent of the time; the parameter f3 also gives the position 
of the center of the circle in the x,y-plane. The center 
of the circle does not move in the classical description 
of the problem considered. In that sense the coherent 
state function ln1f3) is the best approximation to'the 
classical description of a stationary state with a given 
energy. However, the function ln1f3) is not yet the com
pletest possible approximation to the classical descrip
tion of the state considered (in which the charged parti
cle rotates along a circle with an exactly fixed center) 
since although the coordinates of the center of the circle 
are in this state determined with the smallest possible 
quantum indeterminacy, the coordinates of the motion 
around the center do not satisfy this condition. 

It is completely clear that this condition will be satis
fied if we consider the state (39) which is coherent in 
both operators a and b. Indeed, ~is state changes in 
time in such a way that a- ae-Iwt (see (15)). The 
complex variable a determines in the classical descrip
tion of the problem discussed the quantities Py - eAy 
and Px - e~ and thereby it determines by virtue of the 
equations 

Pu - eAy Px - eAx ( ) 
X- Xo = - y- Yo = 54 

mw mw 

(see (19)), which are true also in the classical considera
tion, the position of the electron on the circle with cen
ter in the point XoYo. In the coherent state I af3) the in-

determinacy of the coordinates of the charged particle 
relative to the center of the circle has by virtue of Eq. 
(16) its smallest possible value. The quantity f3 has thus 
in the coherent state the meaning of the center of the 
circle while the quantity a has the meaning of the coor
dinates of the charged particle rotating around this cen
ter. 

In the coherent state ln1{3) the z-component of the 
angular momentum l satisfies a Poisson distribution 

1 (n1~ln1n.) 1• = e-IPI'~, l = n1 - n.. (55) 
n.! 

In the classical coherent state I af3) we have the fol
lowing distribution in energy and angular momentum 
(see (41)): 

lal2n•IWn• ( 
l(a~ln,n.) 12 = exp {-(lal 2 +1~1 2)} --,-~,- • 56) 

n1. n2. 

The action of the operator of rotation of the system 
of coordinates over an angle cp in the xy-plane on the 
coherent state leads to the following: Tcp~ = eicp ~. 

(57) 

and 

(58) 

The quantity I al gives the "classical" radius of the cir
cle along which ·the charged particle rotates, and the 
phase cp gives the phase of the rotation. The quantity 
lf31 gives the distance of the center of the circle from 
the coordinate origin and the phase cp(f3) determines the 
azimuth of the center of the circle. 

We consider the operator of the square of the dis
tance of the center of the circle from the coordinate 
origin 

(59) 

Then 

(60) 

It is clear that we have for this quantity in the coherent 
state ln1f3) the Poisson distribution (55). The same 
statement is also valid in the case of the state I af3). 
To emphasize once again that the coherent state I af3) 
is the one closest to the classical one, we note that in 
the classical problem one can choose as canonical coor
dinates the quantities q1 = xo, q2 = Px - eAx and for the 
momenta conjugate to them, respectively, P1 =Yo and 
P2 = Py - eAy. The classical equations of motion then 
take the form 

d 
- (Px- eAx) = w(py- eAy), io = 0, 
dt 

~(py-eAy)=-w(p.,-eA.), y0 =0. (61) 
dt 

One sees thus easily that the motion in the phase planes 
(qlpl) and (q2p2) is in the classical picture very simple. 
The particle is at rest in the q1p1-plane and moves 
along a circle in the q2p2-plane which corresponds to 
the motion of the charged particle along a circle in the 
real space around a non-moving center. The transition 
from the classical quantities to operators does not 
change Eqs. (61). We also note that by virtue of an 
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easily checked formula for the square of the radius of 
the circle l 10 1 

(x- .x0) 2 + (y- ?Jo) 2 = 2(a+a + 1/z) / mw (62) 

we have in the coherent state I otp /for this quality 
the Poisson distribution (56) and in the state I otna > 
the distribution · 

I a I'"' l(anzln,n,)J'=exp(-lal')--. (63) 
nt! 

2. COHERENT STATES OF A SPIN-ZERO RELATIVIS
TIC CHARGED PARTICLE IN A UNIFORM MAG
NETIC FIELD 

The results obtained in Sec. 1 for a non-relativistic 
charged particle can easily be carried over to the case 
of a spinless relativistic charged particle ( 1r! mesons). 
The behavior of such a particle in a magnetic field is 
described by the equation 

[ • l •.·-+ m2 + p,2 +(Px- eAx) 2 + (py- eAy) 2 Jlj) = 0. 
{)t2 

(64) 

It is clear that the operators (19), (20), and (21) com
mute with this equation. Since Eq. (64) differs little 
from the non-relativistic equation with the Hamiltonian 
(18) one gets easily its spectrum 

E,, = ±(m2 +Pz'+wm(2n1 +1))'h. (65) 

One can completely carry over to the case considered 
now the discussion of the preceding section; the func
tions (32), (35), and (46) are solutions of Eq. (64) corre
sponding to the fixed energy (65). The dependence of the 
solutions on the time is given by the exponential factor 
exp(± iEt) which distinguishes between states with posi
tive and negative energies. 

We consider the coherent states I n1 {3) (see ( 46)). As 
in the case of the non-relativistic problem these states 
are the closest to the classical state in the sense that 
in them the indeterminacy in the coordinates of the cen
ter of the circle is smallest. Since the operators b and 
b+ commute with the Eq. (64), the quantity {3, which 
gives the position of the center of the circle, does not 
change in time. Equations (57) and (55) remain valid 
also in the relativistic case. The complex quantity J3 as 
in the non-relativistic case has the meaning of the 
classical coordinates of the center of the circle. How
ever, if we consider coherent states with respect to both 
operators a and b (see (39)) in the case of the relativis
tic Eq. (64) there appear well-defined difficulties. One 
is dealing here with the fact that such a state as 1 ot{l) 
does not change with time following the old law since 
due to relativistic effects the frequency depends on the 
energy of the state. The wave packet (39) therefore 
smears out. If we had initially the state 

~ aon' ( I ao I' ) I a0~) = ~ --=- exp\ - -~ I n1 ~ J> 
1nd ' 2 nt=O 

(E,, > 0), (66) 

at time t we shall have the state 

(67) 

where 

Wn, = [m2 + p,' + wm(2n, + 1)] 'I•, (68) 

which is not an eigenfunction for the operator a. The 

physical meaning of the coherent states 1 ot{l) is thus not 
clear to us for the case of a relativistic particle. Per
haps we should when elucidating the physical meaning of 
these states take into account the indeterminacy relation 
for the energy and time 6.t6.E :,(: h. All the same, the 
coherent states I 01{3) can be useful for performing cal
culations. 

3. A RELATIVISTIC SPIN-% PARTICLE IN A UNIFORM 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

The behavior of a spin-Yz charged particle in an elec
tromagnetic field is described by the equation 

Hlj!E = {a(p- eA) + Bm}'lj!E (69) 

(0! and J3 are the standard four-by-four Dirac matrices). 
Following Johnson and Lippmann's paper l 101 we use a 
"squaring" method to solve Eq. (69). We rewrite this 
equation in the form 

O+'iJE = (H- E)'lj!E = 0. 

We considered the "squared" equation 

O_O+<DE = (H +E) (H-E) <DE = 0, 

which leads to the form 

(70) 

(71) 

[ (Px-eAx)'+ (py-eAy) 2 p,2 roa, E2 -m2 ]· 
-"------'-2::-m--'---+ 2m--2--~ <DE=O. ( 72) 

The solutions of Eqs. (69) and (72) are then connected as 
follows: l 101 

(73) 

where we have chosen the four-component function <PE 
in the form 

<IJE=( 0\ 
\ 'f!Ej ' 

(74) 

while the function CflE is a two-component one. We have 
further 

(7 5) 

where the operators R and C are given by the formulae 

R = a(p- eA), C = H- m, (76) 

while 

R2 = H2 - m 2, C2 = H"+ m2 - 2Hm. (77) 

Since the "squared" Eq. (72) is similar to Eq. (64) one 
can easily write down the energy spectrum 

En,,,= ±[wm(2n1 + 1-s,)-t-p,'+ m2]'1•. {78) 

The function cp E in (7 4) and (7 5) can be chosen in the 
form 1> 

'f!E'" = In, n,> x1' exp ( ip, z), ' . 

'h 
fj!E' = ln,c)x,,exp (ip,z), 

(79) 

(80) 

(81) 

where the functions ln1nz), ln1J3), and ln1c) are given by 
Eqs. (35), (46), and (52). If we use the function (80) to 

l) A different choice of function <PE determine different solutions 
of the relativistic Eq. (69) (see (75)). 
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obtain a solution corresponding to a given energy En1sz 
this solution will describe a coherent state of a rela
tivistic charged spin-% particle in a uniform magnetic 
field. This state is an eigenstate of the annihilation 
operator b (see (22)) which in the relativistic case is 
defined as in the non-relativistic case. The physical 
meaning of the coherent state of a relativistic charged 
particle in a magnetic field for a given energy E is the 
same as the physical meaning of a coherent state ln1/3) 
of a non-relativistic particle. In this state both coordin
ates of the center of the circle of the classical motion 
are determined with the smallest possible indeterminacy 
(see (16)). 

The operator 

crz' = ( R~,R-• Ccr~c-•) (82) 

is an integral of motion of Eq. (69) (seer123 ). On the set 
of solutions (75) its eigenvalues are the same as Sz 
(see (79)-(81)). We write down a coherent relativistic 
solution with given energy En1SzPz' spin z-component 

Sz = 1, momentum along the field Pz, and center of the 
circle {3: 

'''~( -t)--- e±iEI+ip,= f2mwn1 ln1 -1,~) lrp, I nl~) ] 

'I'll, xyi.> - -· ,~~==c , . . 
Jf2li(E- m) (},- m) ll~~~> 

(83) 

The function jn1{3) in (83) is given by Eq. (46). 
tion (83) is normalized as follows: 

The solu-

(84) 

while 

(85) 

and the relation 

tJln,~(xyzt) = D(~)IJln."(xyzt), (86) 

where D({3) is given by Eq. (43), is satisfied. The scalar 
product (83) for different {31 and f3a has the form (47). 
The wave function of the coherent state with sz = -1 has 
the form 

rf2rnw(n 1 + 1)ln1+ 1,~)j 
e±iEt+_ipzz i - Pz I nlP> . 

'"~ (xyzt) ·-----l 't'n, - ]ITI:(li - m) 0 
(E-m)Jn1~) 

(87) 

One can also construct coherent states with respect 
to the second variable a. To do this we introduce the 
operators A and A +[113 

_ (RaR-1 0 ) (Ra+R-1 0 ) 
A- 0 CaC-1 ' A+= 0 Ca+C-1 

(88) 

and construct the operator 

D(a) = mtp(aA+- a* A). (89) 

The coherent state I a{3szpz) is then given by the formula 

Jafls,p,) = D(a) !Ofls,p,). (90) 

The problem of interpreting the state (90) as the state 
which is closest to the classical one meets with the 
same difficulties as in the case of a spinless particle 
and requires further discussion. 

The representation of coherent states is useful for 
evaluating different quantities, e.g., the density matrix 
(this problem will be considered in another paper). The 
coherent states also enable us to find Bloch solutions 
for a relativistic electron in a magnetic field (seer163 ). 

The authors are very grateful to V. B. Berestetskii:', 
V. L. Ginzburg, and M. A. Markov for useful discus
sions. 
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